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Town Farm, 
The Street,  

Thorndon, Suffolk 
 

(TM 1353 6996) 
 

An Archaeological Record 
 
This report provides a written and photographic record at English Heritage (2006) Level 2 of 
a redundant barn and yard complex. The report has been prepared to a brief written by the 
Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council (Dr Jess Tipper, 6th November 2008, Ref. 
/TownFarm_Thorndon2008) and is intended to fulfil a condition of planning permission for 
residential conversion (Mid Suffolk District Council application 1186/06/FUL).    
 

Introduction  
 
The following report is accompanied by a CD containing a full photographic record in the 
form of 44 8.2 megapixel digital images (Appendix 1) but also includes printed photographs 
of key features to illustrate the text (Appendix 2). Each image is separately described in the 
report, and a white metre scale rod with centimetre sub-divisions was included wherever 
possible. The site was inspected on 5th December 2008.   
 

Summary 
 
Town Farm lies on the northern edge of Thorndon village and probably adjoined a medieval 
green known as Stannellgreen. The farmhouse is a grade II-listed timber-framed structure of 
the mid-16th century which formerly formed part of the ‘Town Estate’ – a dispersed holding 
of 94 acres and a workhouse held in trust for the benefit of the parish poor. The farmhouse 
was occupied by two families in 1840 and the adjacent barn let separately with 26.5 acres of 
land to a local farmer. The barn is a timber-framed building of the early-17th century which 
was initially thatched and rendered externally but is now pantiled and partly clad in 19th 
century weatherboarding. Its structure survives largely intact, complete with its clasped-purlin 
roof (albeit lacking its original wind-braces), and contains evidence of a contemporary stable 
and hay loft in its southern bay. The loft was accessible to the open barn in the manner of a 
crog loft, and required the inclusion in the structure of a narrow bay just 1.4 metres (4.5 feet) 
in length that is unique in my experience. As a substantially complete 17th century building 
the barn merits listing at grade II in its own right, and is of particular historic interest given 
the highly unusual manner in which it incorporated its stable. A pair of late-19th century brick 
shelter sheds flank a cattle yard to the east, but have been altered beyond recognition.    
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 Figure 1  

Existing Ordnance Survey Site Plan  
Outlining the barn and shelter sheds, and showing the farmhouse to the north and the 

access from Thorndon Street to the south  
© Crown Copyright. All rights reserved. Suffolk County Council Licence No. 100023395 2008 

 
Historic Context: Documentary & Cartographic Record 
 
Town Farm lies on the northern margin of the linear village of Thorndon, approximately 750 
metres north-west of All Saints church, and is flanked by modern housing. The grade II-listed 
farmhouse is a timber-framed and rendered structure of the mid-16th century which is set back 
by some 50 metres from a fork in the present road. This fork is probably all that remains of a 
medieval green at the western end of Thorndon Street which the farmhouse originally 
bordered on the south (the area is still known as Standwell Green). The barn and yard 
complex lies in front of the house, to the west of its drift, and may represent a 17th century 
encroachment on the green.  
 
As its name suggests, the farm formerly belonged to the town (i.e. parish) of Thorndon and at 
the time of the tithe survey in 1840 was owned by a group of trustees known as the ‘Thorndon 
Feoffees’ including County figures such as Lord Henniker (of Thornham Park) and General 
Sir Edward Kerrison (of Oakley Park in Hoxne) as well as local men. Many Suffolk parishes 
had similar groups of ‘feoffees’ holding land and buildings for charitable purposes. Whites 
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Suffolk Directory of 1844 notes that ‘the Town Estate comprises a workhouse and yards, and 
a cottage in Thorndon, and 94 acres 2 roods of land in Thorndon, Occold and Wetheringsett, 
let to various tenants at rents amounting to £147 per annum. It was vested in or before the 
reign of Elizabeth, for the reparation of the church, the relief of the poor, and any other 
public uses that the major part of the parishioners should think proper.’ This would suggest 
that the barn and probably the farmhouse, which originally formed a single dwelling 
appropriate to a modest but respectable farmer, was built at the expense of the parish. A grant 
of 1664 in the extensive documentary archive of Thorndon refers to a tenement ‘lying upon 
Stannellgreen’ (SRO FB155/L2/4), and it may well be possible to establish the origins of the 
donation and maintenance of the property with further research. 
   

 
 

Figure 2 (with detail below) 
Thorndon Tithe Map of 1840 (showing north towards the top right-hand corner). 

Suffolk Record Office, Ipswich. The triangular area indicates the position of ‘Standwell 
Green’, but its medieval margins probably extended beyond the modern roads. The 

barn (no. 88) lacks shelter sheds but possesses a western porch or lean-to which projects 
towards a stack yard (87), while the house (86) was let to the poor. 
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The tithe map shows the barn without its present shelter sheds, but with a central porch or 
lean-to against its western elevation. This feature projects into a field (no.87) described as 
‘Old Stackyard’ on the accompanying apportionment, and the area marked ‘88’ is named 
simply as ‘barn etc.’ The 3.5 acre field termed ‘Home Field’ behind the farmhouse (85) and 
Little Home Field (84) were let with the barn and stackyard to Robert Hammond, along with 
additional town land elsewhere in the parish to form a holding of 26.5 acres, of which 19 were 
arable and the rest pasture. The holding lacked a dwelling, but Hammond was a feoffee, 
together with a James Hammond, and a member of an affluent local family: Whites Directory 
names Michael, Henry and Thomas Hammond as farmers in the parish, with the latter 
occupying the Red House some 300 metres to the south-west. The farmhouse (no.86) was 
described as a ‘cottage’ and occupied separately by ‘Potter and Hyhoe’ along with a ‘garden’ 
at the entrance to the site (89). The structure was evidently divided into two tenements 
occupied by Messrs. Potter and Hyhoe with their respective families, who were not 
necessarily paupers: the town properties would have been let for whatever commercial rent 
they could achieve if no suitable paupers presented themselves. The census returns would 
shed further light on their precise status.    
 

 
 

Figure 3 
Town Farm on the first edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1885 

The farmhouse is clearly divided into two tenements, and a yard with sheds to the north 
had appeared to the east of the barn. The western central porch or shed had been 

demolished since 1840, but the southern shed had not yet been built. 
 
Figure 3 shows the much altered situation in 1885. The farmhouse is divided by a central line 
into two tenements, and a new yard had appeared against the barn’s western elevation. Many 
local farms were similarly refurbished or rebuilt in the 1850s or 1860s to accommodate cattle, 
having previously concentrated on cereal production. The artificially high grain prices of the 
Napoleonic era continued until the Corn Laws were repealed in 1846, and agriculture was 
obliged to diversify into mixed animal husbandry. New urban markets for dairy produce and 
beef were made available by the arrival of the railways. Barns were often converted into feed 
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mills and stores, as their traditional role in threshing and winnowing was lost to machinery. In 
theory the colour scheme of the first edition Ordnance Survey distinguishes domestic 
buildings and outbuildings of brick or stone in red, and timber-framed structures in grey – but 
is often inaccurate as in this instance (the barn is unmistakably timber-framed).     
 

 
 

Figure 4 
The second edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1904, showing both shelter sheds 

flanking the yard and two small sheds and pens projecting from the north-western 
corner. The latter have since been demolished, but may represent pig sties. The open 

frontages of the shelter sheds, each serving a small yard with an axial partition dividing 
the present space, are indicated by broken lines. The house appears to have been re-

converted into a single dwelling. 
 
The southern shelter shed (2) was built between 1885 and 1904, as indicated in figure 4 
above, and the yard had been divided into two narrow sections. Dairy and beef stock was 
often separated in this way. The yard had been further sub-divided by the time of the third 
edition survey in 1926 (figure 5), which otherwise shows little change. The possible pig sties 
adjoining the north-western corner had been demolished, but the remaining buildings still 
stood at the time of inspection. 
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Figure 5 
The third edition 25 inch Ordnance Survey of 1926, showing little change since 1904. 
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Building Analysis 
 

 
 

Figure 6 
Schematic block plan of historic buildings, numbering each  

for ease of reference in the text and photographic record 
 
Key 
 

1. Early-17th century timber-framed and rendered barn of three principal bays and 
one narrow bay with an original stable and hay loft (1a) at its southern end  

2. Late-19th century brick animal shelter shed  
3. Mid-19th century brick shed (much altered and of uncertain function) 
4. Mid-19th century brick animal shelter shed 
5. Mid-16th century timber-framed farmhouse listed at grade II, with cross-passage 

and twin service rooms to west, central hall and parlour to east. The parlour was 
moved bodily to the east to accommodate an enlarged chimney in the 17th 
century, and an additional service bay (possibly a bakehouse) was added to the 
western gable 

 
N.B. Conversion work on the northern sheds (nos. 3 & 4 above) was well underway at the 
time of inspection, and little evidence of their original arrangement survived. The southern 
shed (2) had previously been converted into a pair of enclosed sheds with ceilings in the late-
20th century, to the same effect.  
 
1. Barn  
 
Proportions and Structure 
The barn at Town Farm is aligned on a north-east/south-west axis, which is simplified to 
north/south for the purpose of this report, and lies on the western flank of a yard immediately 
in front of the farmhouse. It extends to 12.5 metres in length by 5.3 metres in overall width 
(41 ft by 17.5) and rises to 3 metres at its eaves (10 ft). The walls are fully framed in the 
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medieval tradition, with studs rising 2.75 metres from the ground sills to the roof-plates, to 
which they are secured by pegged mortise-and-tenon joints. Plank-sectioned external wall 
braces rise from each corner post to both the roof-plates and gable tie-beams, and are reverse-
cranked in the usual fashion of northern Suffolk. The clasped-purlin roof structure contained 
pegged collars and originally possessed wind braces, but the latter have been removed; its 
pitch of approximately 55 degrees indicates the barn was initially thatched and the present 
pantiles date from the 19th century. A small number of individual timbers, notably the tie-
beams, contain additional mortises that do not relate to their existing positions and have been 
re-used from an older building.   
 
The structure contains four bays in a highly unusual arrangement. At 2.9 metres in length (9.5 
ft) the central bay is narrower than the northern bay of 4 metres (13 ft) and the southern bay 
of 3.3 metres (11 ft), and contained the original entrance in its eastern elevation (facing the 
yard). The relevant section of roof-plate no longer survives in this elevation, as the entrance 
has been raised in height, but its counterpart to the west contains four stud mortises and was 
designed with a narrow, low doorway similar to the 19th century example which still survives 
in outline. Most barns contained opposing doors of different sizes in this way, with the rear 
door sufficient only to create the necessary through-draught for threshing and winnowing. 
 
Stable 
The entrance is divided from the southern bay by a narrow fourth bay, which extends to only 
1.4 metres in length (4.5 ft). The walls of this bay contain another pair of trenched braces 
rising from the storey posts of the entrance bay to the roof-plates (photo A2.6). The bay was 
designed to incorporate a floored stable into the end of the building, and the truss which 
divides it from the southern bay (1a in figure 6) contains jowled posts and a tie-beam but 
lacks the tenoned arch-braces found in the trusses flanking the entrance bay. The posts instead 
contain empty mortises for the rail of a partition, 73 cm beneath the roof-plates (29 ins), 
which would have contained solid studwork beneath but was open above (there are no 
mortises in the tie-beam). The joists of the hay loft rested on the same rail, and on a clamp 
pegged to the southern gable at the same height (the large peg holes of which remain visible 
in the gable studs).  
 
The hay loft would have been accessible from the open barn, which extended to 8.7 metres in 
length (28.5 ft), and was lit by an apparently original window above the tie-beam of the 
southern gable. The present boarded partition between the barn and stable is attached to studs 
which are nailed to the tie-beam and is a replacement of the 18th or 19th century. It contains an 
internal door against the western elevation. The existing external doors of the stable adjoin the 
partition and form a cross-passage between the eastern and western elevations, but both 
interrupt studs and are secondary features; at 1.2 metres (48 ins) their width suggests they 
were designed for cattle in the 19th century rather than horses, and the close spacing of the 
stud mortises immediately above the eastern door indicates it occupies the position of a 
narrower original entrance. No fixtures or fittings survive, and there is no obvious evidence of 
original ground-storey windows. 
 
Original Wall Cladding 
The framing retains several panels of wattle-and-daub infill, particularly in its western 
elevation, and these are probably original. The studs are not notched for internal staves, and 
their external surfaces are waney and poorly finished relative to the interior; this evidence 
demonstrates that the barn was originally rendered externally, despite the presence of 
externally trenched braces. Fragments of daub to the western elevation bear chevron patterns 
of pargeting, but this is probably secondary.  
 
Date of Construction and Later Alterations 
The barn can be dated on structural grounds to the second quarter of the 17th century, and its 
wall framing and roof structure are typical of that period. With the exception of the northern 
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gable and the stable partition, which were both rebuilt in the 18th or 19th century, the original 
timber frame is almost complete and in good condition. The arch-braces of the posts and tie-
beams flanking the entrance were replaced with bolted knee-braces in the early-19th century, 
and the wind bracing of the roof has been lost (their various mortises and housings remain 
visible in the rafters and purlins). A number of diagonal braces have been nailed to the 
internal walls to counter racking, and the sills partly encased in 20th century cement. The 
thatch was replaced with pantiles in the 19th century, when much of the external daub was 
also replaced with tarred weatherboarding, and the eastern entrance was heightened by lifting 
its roof-plate.  
 
Historic Significance 
The barn is a relatively well preserved early-17th century example which retains most of its 
framing, including its roof structure, and accordingly merits listing in its own right at grade II. 
Small barns of this type survive in far fewer numbers than larger examples. The building is of 
particular historic interest due to the unusual manner in which it incorporated a stable and hay 
loft at its southern end: stables are commonly found in Suffolk barns, but the open loft is rare 
and the narrow bay unique in my experience.  
 
2-4. 19th Century Brick Sheds 
 
The red-brick and pantiled single-storied sheds which flank the narrow yard to the east of the 
barn are not shown on the Thorndon tithe map of 1840 (fig. 2) and date only from the second 
half of the 19th century. The northern shed (4) and the in-line shed adjoining the barn’s 
northern gable (3) appear on the Ordnance Survey of 1885 (fig. 3), but the southern shed (2) 
was not added until the final quarter of the century. Sheds 2 and 4 formed open-sided shelter 
sheds to a cattle yard, as clearly shown on the Ordnance Survey of 1904 (fig.4), but both were 
converted into enclosed sheds during the late-20th century and their original arrangement was 
no longer apparent at the time of inspection. Current conversion work to sheds 3 and 4 was 
well underway, and the internal fabric of the former was completely hidden. No historic 
fixtures or fittings survived. 
 
These three structures are too heavily altered to be of any historic interest in themselves, but 
as a group they illustrate the typical development of local farmyards during the latter part of 
the 19th century.    
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Appendix 1 (on accompanying CD): Full Photographic Record 
 
 
Description of Photographs in Appendix 1 
 
Photograph no. 
 

1. General view of site from Thorndon Street to south showing farm entrance and 
barn to right.  

 
2. Entrance to farm from south-west, showing barn to left and farmhouse in rear.  

 
3. Southern elevation of farmhouse showing barn and shelter shed (4) to left. 

 
4. General view of yard complex from east showing altered shelter sheds (2 and 4) 

to left and right. 
 

5. General view of site from west showing barn to right and farmhouse to left. 
 

6. Eastern external elevation of barn from cattle yard, showing original entrance. 
 

7. Exterior of barn from south-east showing southern elevation of shelter shed (2) in 
foreground. 

 
8. Western external elevation of barn showing clay daub above weatherboarding. 

 
9. Western external elevation of barn from south-west showing door to stable (1a) to 

right. 
 

10. Detail of door to stable (1a) in western external elevation showing fragment of 
pargeted daub above. 

 
11. Detail of diaper pattern pargeting to western external elevation of barn. 

 
12. Southern gable and western external elevation of barn from south-west. 

 
13. Eastern external elevation of barn from shed (2) showing door to stable (1a). 

 
14. Interior of barn. General view from north showing clasped-purlin roof structure 

with entrance to left. 
 

15. Interior of rebuilt northern gable showing primary bracing. 
 

16. Interior of northern roof gable showing blocked loft window and profile of shed 
(3) beyond. 

 
17. Interior of western elevation of northern bay showing intact framing with wattle-

and-daub infill. 
 

18. Detail of wattle-and-daub to western elevation of northern bay. 
 

19. Detail of original trenched brace in north-eastern corner showing eastern 
elevation to right. 
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20. Eastern internal elevation of northern bay showing intact studs with later diagonal 
brace. 

 
21. Interior of eastern elevation showing original entrance with raised roof-plate. 

 
22. Interior of eastern elevation showing entrance to left and rebuilt stable partition 

right. 
 

23. Interior of western elevation showing secondary framing with small entrance in 
central bay. 

 
24. Interior of western elevation showing central bay to right and partition to stable 

(1a) left. 
 

25. Detail of open truss from east showing knee-brace with original arch-brace 
mortises in post & tie. 

 
26. Detail of tie-beam to north of entrance showing two arch-brace mortises (re-

used). 
 

27. Interior from north showing boarded secondary partition to stable (1a). 
 

28. Detail of western bolted knee-brace and trenched wall brace to south of central 
bay. 

 
29. Detail of roof structure of central bay from east. 

 
30. Stable door from north showing empty mortise of original partition rail in post to 

right. 
 

31. Internal door to stable from south (right) showing external western door to left. 
 

32. Western internal elevation of stable (1a) showing southern gable to left. 
 

33. Interior of southern gable showing original corner braces & studs with clamp 
pegs of loft ceiling. 

 
34. Internal eastern elevation of stable (1a) showing position of original door to left. 

 
35. Interior of southern roof gable showing window to former hay loft. 

 
36. Detail of south-western corner of stable (1a) showing external trenched wall 

braces. 
 

37. Detail of south-eastern corner of stable (1a) showing external trenched wall 
braces. 

 
38. Roof structure seen from stable (1a) to south, above stable partition. 

 
39. Exterior of shelter shed (4) from east showing farmhouse to right and barn to left. 

 
40. Interior of shelter shed (4) from east with conversion underway. 

 
41. Interior of shelter shed (4) from west. 
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42. External elevation of barn's northern gable from shed (3) showing recent 
cladding. 

 
43. Exterior of shelter shed (2) from north-east showing barn to right. 

 
44. Interior of shelter shed (4) from west, showing 20th century ceiling & partitions. 
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Appendix 2 (pp. 14-18): Selected Printed Photographs 
  

 
 

A2.1   General view of site from Thorndon Street to south showing farm entrance and 
barn to right 

 

 
 

A2.2   Entrance to farm from south-west, showing barn to left and farmhouse in rear     
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A2.3   Eastern external elevation of barn from cattle yard, showing the original entrance 
position with much altered 19th century shelter sheds 2 and 4 (left to right) 

 

 
 

A2.4  Exterior of barn from south-east showing southern elevation of shelter shed (2) in 
foreground with secondary timber props 
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A2.5   Interior of barn from north showing the boarded secondary partition to the stable 
(1a) at its southern end 

 

 
 

A2.6   Interior of western elevation showing storey post of threshing bay to right and post of 
original stable partition in close proximity to left, with empty mortise of original partition rail  
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A2.7  Western internal elevation of stable (1a) showing external door and southern gable to 
left with original framing and trenched braces.  

 

 
 

A2.8   Detail of south-eastern corner of stable (1a) showing jowled post with externally 
trenched wall braces (southern gable to right) 
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A2.9   Original clasped purlin roof structure of barn seen from stable (1a) to south (above 
secondary stable partition) 

 

 
 

A2.10   Western external elevation of barn showing clay daub above tarred weatherboarding 
(door to stable (1a) to right) 
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